S.J.Giants lose home opener

Santa Cruzin’ on the weekend

After going 5-1 to open the season, the Giants

Life on the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk captured with photos

lost to the High Desert Mavericks 8-2 Tuesday

See CenterStage inside
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UPD’s crime prevention crusade

Beefed up security results in less crime
very important part of the pro-active way
we approach law enforcement," said Sgt.
Bruce Lowe, who heads UPD’s investigative and preventive unit. "We’re beginning to be able to combine investigative
operations with prevention so we can tackle it from both angles."
This preventive approach recently netted three juvenile auto burglary suspects,
UPD spokesman Richard Staley said.
Plainclothes officers April 5 observed the
group breaking into a car on Fourth Street

By Chris Lillie
DaNy staff writer
The old chestnut "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" apparently
carries great weight among university
police.
Last semester, UPD officers conducted
43 crime prevention programs for nearly
4,100 people, focusing mostly on personal
safety and the services university police
provide, according to UPD.
"Crime prevention is intended to be a

between San Antonio and San Fernando
streets to take stereo equipment. Staley
said.
The officers arrested three suspects on
the spot and are currently seeking a warrant to arrest a fourth, Staley added.
UPD’s latest preventive success came
through notes, rather than surveillance or
presentations. To curb bicycle theft on
campus, officers have stepped up bike
rack supervision and placed notes on bicycles that are considered ripe for theft

those either unlocked or secured only with
cables or thin chains, Staley said.
The notes recommend what kind of lock
to use and "basically say,’ it was us this
time, but next time it might be a thief,’ "
Staley said.
Apparently the plan has worked: after
93 reported thefts last semester, only seven
bikes have been reported stolen so far this
spring. And two of those were swiped
from an off-campus sorority. Staley said.
As for UPD’s presentations, Staley said

officers will conduct them anywhere for
any size audience, from one person to 900.
"They did a tailgate presentation at
Spartan stadium on driving under the
influence," he said. "They had a rape
awareness prevention at a sorority and
they only had one person show up. The
presenter did the entire two-hour presentation for one individual."
UPD has also conducted personal safety
programs for resident advisers and new
and disabled students.

Lower engineering classes to be slashed
The following article is part four
in a continuing series on the
effects of the CSU budget shortfall
on various areas at SJSU.
By Susan Brown
Daily staff writer
The School of Engineering is
gearing up for the fall semester
with fewer classes, fewer instructors and a lot of unanswered
questions.
Several classes have already
been cut from the fall schedule,
and more are expected to disappear as soon as the numbers from
student registration come in.
Lower division courses and
those with low enrollments are on
the top of the list to be cut.
according to Jim Freeman, associate dean of the school of engineering.
Students taking lower division
classes have more options compared to the juniors and seniors

By Claudia Bramkamp
Daily staff writer

Education and
the Spending

CALIFORNIA’S BUDGET CRISIS
who need the upper division
courses to fulfill their graduation
requirements, Freeman said.
Next on the list would be graduate courses and part-time
instructors, according to Freeman.
Because students taking graduate
courses aren’t full-time, the
school can work with them on an
individual basis to get them into
the classes they need, according
to Freeman.
None of the departments have
specific budgets from which to
work from at this point. They are
not expected to receive such
information until July. according
to Bernard Gabrielsen, chairman
of the civil engineering department.
Gabrielsen has his own
approach to the budget crisis

Jewett’) Gacksman

engineering professor explains to
Deanna Lau how to measure the hardness of a metal sample. Due
Kobert

ndurson, maicrial

within his department: He’s
ignoring it - for now.
The budget isn’t defined yet
and, according to Gabrielsen, he
will ignore it until it is.
"I see everyone walking
around like widows (wet classes
they are losing." Gabrielsen said.
"I’m not wasting my time over

’Nobody here should be turning
cartwheels because we haven’t
accomplished what we need to.’
4.

things I don’t know about yet."
Gabrielsen contends he will act
like nothir.g has changed and
schedule the department’s classes
usual. The only
for the fall
thing he will de ,n preparation is
to leave out ih: wont:, of parttime instructors 1.-ori 0 c sceixlule
of classes.

cash, but stays humble
By Jack 11-ageser
The Event Center has begun to
expand its horizons by offering a
variety of concerts and other new
events, bringing the relatively new
building out of the red, according
to Student Union Director Ron
Barrett.
"We’re right on schedule now,"
Barrett said. "By the end of our
planning year, we plan to have had
95 events there."
Some of the groups that have
played the Event Center arc Carlos
Santana. Living Colour and Janes
Addiction, which sold a record
6,750 tickets.
After a rocky start in which the
Event Center hosted sports almost

exclusively and often sat dark and
empty, it has collaborated with
promoter Bill Graham to offer 11
rock concerts in less than a year.
For a building its size, that’s a
good number of shows, according
to event director Ted Cady
"Notxxly here should be turning
cartwheels because we haven’t
accomplished what we need to."
he said. "but this year has gone
exceedingly well. Let’s face it, a
year ago we had zero concerts and
not much else besides sports."
That has changed drastically in
the past year. according to Cady,
and will continue to change in the
corning months. In addition to rock
See EVENT, page 4

Daly star photographer

to upcoming budget cuts lower division classes will he easier to
eliminate because students can take them at community colleges.
The materials engineering
However, not all departments
are practicing the same philoso- department has begun some initial cuts as well.
phy.
Both officials front both
The mechanical engineering
department has aiteady cut 10 departments expect to cut more
sections from eight different once they have the results from
lower division classes it would student registration and they arc
have otherwise offered to students able to tell which classe.s are low
in enrollment.
next fall.

A.S. passes motion for special
election to increase IRA fees
By John liessa

Daily staff wrier

SJSU fails
to show
at CSSA
protest

Daily staff writer

The Associated Students passed
a motion Wednesday to call a special student election to vote on a
Ice increase that would separate
SJSU athletic funding from the
general Instructionally Related
Activities fund.
The election would he held May 7
and 8. and would give students a
choice between a $4, $15 or no fee
increase to be added to the present
amount of $5 per semester. The last
time the IRA fee was adjusted was in
1979.
According to proponents of the
plan, the additional funds would provide a separate fund for Athletics,
freeing up IRA funds to be distributed
to other campus groups, and limiting
the impact of recent budget cuts.
Accompanying the $15 increase,
if passed, would be a "benefits
package’’ for students that would

allow them to attend athletic events
for free. The $15 per semester
increase would mean an additional
¶900,000in IRA funds
The $4 increase would provide
an additional $240010 to the current fund of $370.480. according to
Blair Whitney. A.S. Director of
Community Affairs.
An amendment to the motion to
call an election stipulated that the
money to pay for the election come
from IRA funds, not A.S. funds.
Later on, to what extent the IRA
would participate in the election
was disputed between hoard members and Dan Buerger. Assistant to
President Fullerton.
Buerger said he was under the
impression that the IRA committee
was to control the publicity and funding and to decide which of the two
Ice options to he placed on the ballot.
"They passed it off to the IRA

committee." Buerger said ol the
A.S. during a brief recess.
When the board resumed the
meeting, the dispute was addressed
by Stephen Goodman, Director of
Student’s Rights and Responsibili
tics. Goodman said the amendment
provided for the IRA committee to
finance the election and publicity
for the election, and the ballot measures would be decided by an ad
hoc committee formed by the A.S.
Buerger said he "shuddered" when
he heard that an ad hoc committee
would decide on the options for the
referendum, and that he felt the IRA
committee should take on that job.
"It’s not that we’re trying to
we want it
keep the students out
done right," he said, adding that he
felt the board was "scurrying away
from the work. (The board) already
scurried away from the money."
See VOTE, page 4

SACRAMENTOWhen Mona
Garcia wakes up in the morning,
she often asks herself, "Should I
pay the bus fare to get to school
today, or ear
Garcia, a senior at California
State University at Los Angeles,
spoke before a gathering of about
250 students from all over the state
Tuesday at a rally called, "Take
Back Our Education."
The group converged on the
steps of the state capitol in an
effort to prevent the state legislature from cutting education funds
from next year’s budget.
No organization of SJSU students were represented at the rally.
Instead, a protest, with about 2(1
SJSU students attending, was organized in front of the State Building
on Third Street.
The Sacramento rally, organized
by the California State Students
Association, was the group’s second attempt in the last two months
to unite student groups to lobby the
state legislature. Organizers of the
first rally in March heard little
opposition to their cause coming
from Democratic state leaders so
the second rally focused on educating Republican legislators, according to CSSA President Kim
Williams
"We have a right to our education, to our dreams, to our goals,
and no one has the right to take
that away from us," Garcia said.
"I’m lobbying the Republicans
because maybe thcy don’t know
what it’s like living on peanut butter sandwiches and noodles."
Omar Hopkins, a California
State University at Fullerton
junior, added that legislators "have
forgotten the homeless and the
hungry but they always remember the rich. We’re becoming more
and more an exclusive society, and
power concedes nothing without a
demand. I’m here to demand an
education."
Although the students had
booked appointments to talk with
the legislators, many of the legislators were unavailable to hear the
students and had their aides meet
with them.
Assemblyman Richard Mountjoy, R -Arcadia, sent his legislative
aid Nancy Leneis to hear the students. according to Anuj Mehra
from Cal State L.A. Lends told a
group of students front the university that "There’s already enough
money in the budget for education,
but it isn’t filtered down to the students. We have to cut money from
the budget everywhere-- nobody’s
going to be happy."
Jennifer Haan from Cal State
L.A. said thai State Sen. Newton
Russell. R -Glendale, told students
that he was in favor of budget cuts
that would not affect the business
coni.runity because that (void cut
jobs.
See PROTEST, page 4
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL
Letter lacks sensitivity

Fairness isn’t a priority
Forget this nebulous budget
deficit Calfornia has
sunken into. Forget about
the 20 percent increase we are
destined to absorb somehow.
Let’s take a look on how our
illustrious administrators are
doing their part to make sure
everyone fairly shares the burden.
What else would we expect from
them?
Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans assures that the
cuts would be distributed
proportionately. The figures
quoted by administrators tell
another story though.
The people at the Student
Affairs office, those folks that
provide us with health care,
counseling and financial aid, will
be forced to give up 10 percent of
its funds ($1.4 million). That’s
regrettable but fair, since it takes
in 10 percent of the university’s
total revenue.
The school’s administration

plans to administer itself a five
percent cut. It consumes,
however, 20 percent of the
university’s total revenue. What
happened to the fairness factor,
Evans?
The flagrant conflict-of-interest
is obviously at work here.
Protecting one’s own turf is a
common exercise among those
wielding power, especially when
it has the power to cut another’s
throat to save its own.

Editor,
I am appalled by the ignorance and
thoughtlessness Professor Ed Laurie
displays in his letter, "Cellulite police on
alert" (April 2).
While Professor Laurie is justified in his
anger toward discrimination against
cigarette smokers, his attack against the
overweight population is unsubstantial

and a poor support for his argument.
In the first place, Professor Laurie fails
to address the fact that cigarette smoker
segregation is not a punishment, but a
justifiable consideration for non-smokers.
Those who abstain from cigarettes are
entitled to breathe air that is free from
second-hand smoke. On the other hand,
overweight individuals, regardless of the
reason for their size, harm no one by their

Rebecca .1. 0’ Rear
Sophomore
Business Administration

Bookstore policy necessary

the university needs
What
is an impartial
consulting firm to
advise it on how to effectively
curtail and streamline our
institution as a whole. Perhaps
some teachers’ jobs or some
needed courses might be spared.
Otherwise we are at the mercy
of a monolithic, aloof
administration digging trenches
and building fortresses around
itself.

Corrections and amplifications
Due to a reporting error, Wednesday’s
article "Fee hike rally turnout low; apathy
blamed" contained some innaccuracies.
The article should have stated that 18
people had participated in the rally in
front of the State Building protesting the
proposed 20 percent fee hike.

Also rally participants, not rally
organizers, blamed apathy, academic
pressure, lack of Associated Students
participation and ignorance on the low
turnout.
Finally, the State Building is located on
Third Street, not Fourth Street.

Ck’k,v4KiE

THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS

When you’re interviewing
bra
job with a degree
JACK TRAGESER
fresh in your hands, don’t
make the naive assumption
that your education will
sell itself.

Trying to get a job?
Image is everything
The marketing era of business began in
the ’50s, but only recently have career
counselors told students that they must
apply the concept to themselves in order
to impress prospective employers.
Unfortunately, to most people, selfpromotion means simply wearing a nice
suit and bragging at the interview.
One of the basic principles of
marketing is targeting, which defines the
specific markets the organization or
individual wishes to reach, tailoring a
message to those markets rather than the
general populace. In self-marketing
terms, this means giving the employers
what they want.
Accounting firms, for instance,

probably wouldn’t hire a Rhodes Scholar
if he walked into their bland, tidy offices
with designs shaved into his head,
wearing a mauve and chartreusse
Picasso tie. They want to see another
sardine in the tin, a subservient stiff
wearing a dark suit that matches their
mahogany furniture.
Conservative clothes and "cleancut"
hygiene tell interviewers that you don’t
make waves and won’t try to buck
tradition. They also infer that you lack
creativity, but that doesn’t concern
accountants.
It would, however, concern advertising
agencies. If a woman came in to
interview for an art -related position

food intake.
Secondly, Professor Laurie assumes that
"obviously fat" individuals are large
because they eat too much. This is not
only cruel, but medically incorrect. While
many obese people overeat, a good
portion of these individuals are
overweight because of metabolism
inbalances, thyroid disease, or genetic
make-up.
Such attacks on the overweight
population do no more than feed unfair
stereotypes and help foster the exact
intolerance that Professor Laurie seems to
be fighting against.

wearing fuzzy dice for earrings and
drawing reference to transendental
meditation, they wouldn’t immediately
call security. These are the statements of
an original, they would say, let’s see if
her sketches follow suit.
The point is to consider with whom
you’re interviewing, and for what
position. Know exactly what the
employer’s idea of a prototypical
candidate for that job would be, and
dress, act and speak accordingly.
One time I made the mistake of
showing up to interview for a job as a
part-time construction driver wearing a
suit and, to make matters worse, a
paisley tie. Once inside the tiny, portable
office I was greeted, or I should say

5.11e NO.‘
grunted, by a chain smoking redneck
named Bob whose gut bulged from
beneath his T-shirt and spilled onto the
desk. He hired me because the job had
been pre-arranged, but instantly took a
disliking to me because I spoke in more
than monosyllabic words and didn’t
wear saggy-seated jeans.
If I had worn at least smudgy clothes
and spoken in blue collar slang to begin
with, the ensuing months would have
been much easier to deal with.
As a grunt worker, Bob probably
resented someone who was just passing
through. My fancy language, as he
perceived it, may have sounded
articulate but didn’t do me any good
because Bob rejected it.
So when you’re interviewing for a job
with a degree fresh in your hands, don’t
make the naive assumption that your
education will sell itself. Competitive
times call for competitive measures.
Give the employers what they want.
Jack Trageser is a Spartan Daily staff
writer. His column appears on Thru.sday

Editor,
As the Spartan Daily has largely ignored
the growing problem of book theft in the
Spartan Bookstore it is no wonder that the
paper’s own copy chief, Kevin Weil, has
no idea why the bookstore would have
security procedures (Tit-for-tat, gimmie
your freebie back, April 3).
These security procedures arc ineffective
if not followed by everyone. Mr. Well
may have preferred for bookstore
employees to recognize his exalted status
and spare him the pain and suffering of
waiting in line or having to explain that he
was in possession of gift certificates.
Other customers rarely find it difficult to
follow procedures enacted to keep
textbook prices down for the students.
Clearly Mr. Weil is annoyed, rather than
impressed, with the bookstore’s endeavor
to reduce theft. Possibly he is not
concerned with keeping prices down for
students. Sadly, this is what happens to
some people when they are given
something for free.
Maybe Mr. Weil would find it helpful in
the future to pay for his purchases
himself. This way he may appeciate more
what the bookstore is doing to protect
him, RS a student and as a customer.
Kim Bingluun
Junior
Advertising

Forum page
policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty,
others who are interested in the University
at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page
must be turned into the Letters to the
Editor box in the Spartan Daily
newsroom, WLN 104, during office
hours. Submissions may also be mailed to
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
department of mass communications, San
Jose State University, San Jose, Calif.,
95192. Articles and letters must contain
the author’s name, phone numbcr,
address and major (if a student).

PERSPECTIVE
Do you think Earth Day is effective in changing people’s habits’?
I think it gives people a little bit of
awareness. I think it takes a lot more
than doing "Earth Day" activities.
People recycle for the day, they don’t
drive their car for the day, but then
they just fall back into their own
habits.

Patrick
Shea
Library
Science
Graduate
30

Thomas
Barakatt
Accounting
Junior
23

ha

Absolutely because my mom last
year had no concept of what was
going on and she plants things in the
garden now and recycles her paper
and watches what she buys in the
grocery store.

No, because if you’re going to be an
environmentalist you’re going to be
an environmentalist every day of the
week not just one day out of the year.
People might jump on the bandwagon
for one day and say .....oh, I’ll plant
a tree today."

Jonathan
Carr
Finance
Senior
24

Monroe
Film
Sophomore
20
Yeah if they’re young. The older
that people are the more they feel
they have to drive their cars
anywhere they go or they have to use
plastic for everything. . . Most
people that are in their ’30s are
pretty set in their ways.

Yes, I think it raises awareness. I’ve
seen all sorts of ads about Earth Day
from all these different companies
and all these little promotions going
on. lust in my classes I’ve seen a lot
of people that have been a lot more
aware because of Earth Day.

Jonathan
Bastow
Business
Management
Junior
23
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Students, businesses urge
non-alcoholic beverages
A nhe user-B usch,
Black Mountain give
students new choices
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staft wnter
Kathryn Witt, a pregnant SJSU
student, was buying something to
drink
and no one tried to stop
her.
No she wasn’t at the campus Pub.
hut she vas at the Black Mountain
Spring Water hoot h %k here she
picked up a free bottle of water and
paid to ha e bottled %Nato. delivered
to her fit use in the future.
"I dunk this is great. I’ve been
meaning to get some spring
v liter." Witt said.
Black Mountain was one of the
companies
supporting
a
responsible drink ing event in the
Art Quad held on Wednesday and
today. trom 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Besides Mat. k Mi runtain. other
sponsors at the dunking and driv-

ing informational fair included
Farmers Insurance. Lucas and
Raines automobile dealerships.
Anheuser-Busch. Bottomley Distributors. KSJS 90.7 FM Radio
and Spartan Daily advertising.
While KSJS broadcast live from
the event, students milled around
the new Saturn and Chevrolet :ars.
Other students tried AnheuserBusch’s new low-alcohol content
beer called O’Dours. Bottom ley
Distributors were handing out cans
of the beverage to students who
were 21 years or older.
The drink, which has .5 percent
alcohol content, was given as one
of many alternatives students have
to getting drunk at college parties.
It has become popular v, t h
drinkers, especially after the .08
drunken driving laws were passed.
said Fred Gomez. sales supervisor
for Bottomley. "People still want
to be social."
Beer companies are supporting
responsible drinking programs.

Gomez said, because "it’s good
business. It’s to their advantage to
be in the forefront."
Free dinners and clothing will be
raffled off after the two-day event.
said Carolyn Eurich, Spartan Daily
advertising account executive. She.
along with Julia Budd. co-op manager for the Daily. organized the
fair to teach students about responsible drinking.
"When you drink, you need to
be responsible about it." Eurich
said.
Some students said that having
a responsible drinking affair was a
better idea than preaching abstinence from alcohol.
"I think it’s a good idea." said
Aviation Senior Steve White.
"College students do their fair
share of drinking."
In the meantime. Witt will try to
share her new water-drinking habit
with her husband. "I’m not plan.
ning on doing any drinking until
after the baby is horn."

THAI STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: meeting,
2 p m S.0 Pacheco Room. call 998-5648
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: Dr Russ Abrams The Moral Discussion of the Fetus. 7:30 p.m , The Colonnade Apts. 4th Floor Lounge 201 S. 4th St.,
call Professor Harwood 924-4519 Professor
Mary Anne Warren s -Sex Selective Abortion. 3 p.m . Faculty Office Room 104. call
Prolessor Harwood 924-4519
Bulgarian
FOLKDANCERS:
SJSU
Workshop with Jaap Leegwater. workshop
8-9130 p.m . request dancing 9:30 p.m..
Spartan Complex Room 89. call 293-1302
287-6369 or 927-9501
RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly worship se’
ice bible study and fellowship. 7 30 p ’
Duncan Hall Room 135. call 948-0822
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Shabbat

source Library, call 288-6170
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Co-op orientation. 11 a in SU Almaden,
call 924-6033
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE CENTER:
Betsy Rose Concert, noon-I p m Urban Forest. call 924-5467 Workshop 2 30-3 30 p in
S U Guadalupe Room. call 924-5467 Living
room concert, 7-8 pm Campus Ministry. call
924-5467
INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE:
Palestinian Awareness Day. speaker S U Amphitheater, noon-1 p m call 262-8044 An exhibit S U 11 a rr! ,2 rt’ r all 262-9Cii

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students. faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10 a m
TODAY
ECONOMIC - TUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
The r
al the Beer Industry 3
pm S u AS L.ouncil Chambers
PRE-MED CLUB: Surprise guest speakers.
1 30 p m Duncan Hall Room 341
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION: Organizational meeting 3pm SU
Mont alvo Room
B PAA AND AD CLUB: Learn how to become a successful copywriter 7 p m WLN
Room 112. call 879-9023
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Support group noon -1 30 pm Administration
Building Room 201 call 924-5930
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
t4on-traditional career opportunities for
Southeast Asians 1 30 pm SU Costanoan Room, call 924-6033 Co-op orientation 2 pm SU Almaden Room call 924E033
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Discussion on Un
..,swered Questions on Our Fa,th Jour

net 7 pin

971.1768 for P.

ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Semi-annual picnic and faculty-stuor
softball game 11 a m Williams Street P
116th and Wthamst, .
SUNDAY

JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Meeting 730
pm International center call 971 1768
ICE HOCKEY: vs UC Davis 645 p m
Eastridge Ice Arena call 267-6989
MONDAY

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
real estate by
,,kilkngtiduri
pm SU
.iadatupe Room call 924-8714
CAMPUS LEFT
Moyers video ’Secret
.- 30 pm SU Costanoan
ill 287-45%
ODA: Meeting Anonymous 12 step pro: .r anyone with a desire for healthy
,,:.nships noon- I pin Campus Chrisin Center call 279-6257
GAY, LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting Wggsy Sivertsen Mscoming out 4 30-6 30 pm. SU
t.:atupe Room call 236-2002
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITFF ,eneral meeting 5-6 pm CI’
Center call Patric-,
945 pm
)98
PRINIAY
MATH it I UMPUN P

N( I

(..1 UP

Sports Cards Show ’N

San Jose - Sunday AprIl 2 I
At the Hyatt Vold
1740 N First St.. exit 1st St
hours 9-30 am 4:30 pun
Admission 52.00 (under 6 heel
Fere Wax Parke In lel non atImtstott
Dealer law 476 41443

1U/,)1 ; I ;
With SJSU I.D.
CUSTOM COMPUTER
ENGRAVING
*License Frames Signs
Plaques *Badges ’Logos
Kcychains
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR:
Fraternity’s/Sorority’s
Team Sports
( .1n1rIP, I if i’,.1111 /.11J1inl,
s
Ayr, irks
Los Gatos 395 /061
iN 101 LYNEX)N PlA/A

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES POLITICAL
ACTION COALITION: Meeting 430 p in
S U Pacheco Room call 236-2152
ART DEPARTMENT STUDENT GALLERIES: Student art exhibits 10 a rn -4 p
Art Department Student Galleries call 9244330
MU ALPHA GAMMA: 5th Annual Magazine
Day 1030 am -130 pm SU cap 2677851
MEChA: Meeting 6 pm Chicano Re-
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Man stabs
student; gets
sentenced
A
OROVILLE (API
Chico man was sentenced
Wednesday to 26 years to life
in prison for stabbing a student to death in the parking
lot of a fust-food restaurant.
Grayling Lacey. 28, received the terns from Butte
County Superior Court Judge
Ann Rutherford. Lacey’s
lawyers have filed an appeal
in the case.
Lacey was convicted of
irsi-degree murder in the
knifing of Frank Gutierrez,
17. during a light between
the two. Lace said during
his trial that he acted in selfdefense, and that Gutierrez
had a reputation of being an
accomplished street fighter.
Gutierrez died from a single
stab wound to the heart.
Before Rutherford pronounced sentence, she heard
a tearful courtroom plea by
the victim’s mother. Verna
You
don’t
Rodriguez.
know what it is like to raise a
child, love him and nurture
him only to have him put to
death at someone else’s
hands." the mother said.
Defense lawyer Grady
Dav is said that attempts to
question a IA tines+ 1/4110 reportedly told friends she gave
inaccurate testimony were
hampered by authorities
The woman testified in
court that she overheard
Lacey refer to himself as
"the master gangster"

WEST VALLEY COLLEGE
HAS CLASS...FOR YOU!

YesterDaily
Because many students are not as
campus everyday, YesterDady
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
The School of Science may cut a
number of lower division classes to
keep pace with budget cuts.
Community colleges will continue
to offer these classes.
A disabled student received a $1,200
scholarship as part of a ceremony
during the 14th annual Disability
Awareness Day on campus.
Gerald Burger, a foreign language
professor, died Saturday at his San
Jose home at the age of 49. The
cause of death was not released.

(it.%
SACRAMENTO (API
Pete Wilson unveiled plans
Wednesday fitr creation of a new
state Environmental Protection
Agency to he known as Cal-EPA.
The proposed governmental reorganization would consolidate six
major regulatory programs and numerous smaller offices under a
tie
cabinet -level environmental
czar who will report directly to the
governor.
The plati contains no great surprises front the reorganization Wilson outlined during his campaign
last year or a draft released two
weeks ago by James Strock, his
appointee to head the new umbrella environmental agency.
The governor said that even
though it contains no new air.

NORTHERN TELECOM
THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE IT FOR
ENTERPRISING SPARTANS

Friday’s forecast
Partly cloudy skies in the
afternoon with increasing
chance of rain. Highs in
the low 60s.

National Weather
Service

water. pest ’vide or hazardous
material regulations. the reorganization should make the current
laws more coherent and effective
by improving coordination.
The reorganization plan goc,
the state I.ittle Hoover Commis
sion and then to the Legislature.
Agencies which would he consolidated into Cal-EPA are:
The Integrated Waste Management Board.
The Water Resources Control
Board.
The Air Resources Board.
The Department of Toxic
Substances Control.
The Department of Pesticide
Regulation.
The Office of Environmental
lealth Hazard Assessment.

Get a resume that
does the job.
Fine Stationery
High Quality Recycled paper.

207 OFF ALL COPIES
ON RESUME PAPER.

1

Valid on ordins over $2.50. Must present coupon One coupon per
customer Not valid with any other offer and only at this
location Expires 5/16,S1

kinkoss

REGISTER NOW TO ASSURE A PLACE!
CALL 408/741-2062
WEST VALLEY COLLEGE SARATOGA, CALIFORNIA

Mostly sunny skies with
light winds throughout the
day. Highs in the 60s with
lows in the 40s.

Wilson discloses plans
for new state agency

This summer take fully transferable
General Education requirements- English,
Economics, History, Math and more...
Still only $5 per unit
Classes begin June 17
Four -week and six-week sessions
West Valley transfers a higher rate
of graduates to fnur-year state
colleges than an of the Bay Area’s
21 community colleges.

Today’s forecast

the copy center
p1O

S. Third St. ;Across from McDonald’s) 295-433Lj

WICK TO BIM
WeTali# f0r19.95

When it came to preparing for your future, you didn’t settle for an ordinary coiiege. You selected
Son Jose State University. And now, after all those years of hard work to earn your degree, you’re
not about to settle for on ordinary career
CONGRATULATIONS"!
Now you’re ready to loin the Spartans who, upon graduating, answered our call for innovators
risk-takers and achievers. Computer Scientists and Engineers who thrive on being change-makers in
an environment of constantly changing technology Proven professionals and enterprising new
-Irryluates in ,91 .r (In open for.,n, frr, ,ke nrci rt‘novnt.e vi C,45 the te!r-rv,,,,,

Please stop by our information session on Thursday, April 18,
in the Student Union, Guadelupe Room, at 12:30 pm.
Career & Co-op interviews will be held on Friday, April 19, in
the Career Planning & Placement Center.
We are proud of being part of Northern Telecom’s worldwide switching leadership As members
the Meridian Business Systems Technology Division, we’re designing and developing new
applications for our Meridian-I integrated services networks, and the industry’s most oclvance,l
business communications products which are technologically ahead of the competition
We are committed to encouraging and rewarding individual achievement, from excellent salaries
and comprehensive benefits, to the challenging environment of a rapidly-growing world class
company. Send your resume and a copy of your transcripts to Northern Telecom, Attn: College
Recruiting, 685A East Middlefield Rood, Mountain View, CA 94039-7777 An equal opportunity
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379-SUNS
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CUPERTINO 996 SUNS
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For Quality, Trust the Original

Discover
Birkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear, and find a
remarkable blend of comfort and style.
Contoured footbeds provide
cushioning and
support, while
your feet remain
free to move
naturally. You’ll
find colors
that range
from basic
to brilliant.

Campbell

Don Richey

Andrew Rietveld, a 22-year-old sophomore
Meterlogy major, sorts hundreds of satellite
weather maps by day, month and year.

VOTE
From page!
Director of Academic Affairs
Todd Layering objected to the
IRA’s taking over the ballot details
because he said he felt the IRA
would have a conflict of interest,
since they would benefit from the
increased revenue.
Layering said the IRA committee
could limit the publicity of the elec-

PROTEST
From page I
Newton told Haan that she was
only concerned about the education cuts because that was her
"special interest."
But State Sen. Diane Watson,
D -Los Angeles, told the entire
group that education was everybody’s special interest.
"It boils down to the fact that
we’re training you to take our
places in the future. We need people who can handle new skills.
We’re here to maintain the infras-

EVENT
From page!
shows promoted by Bill Graham
Presents, an international gymnastics competition has taken place
there and the San Jose Symphony
booked five events for the future.
Efforts have been made to book
seminars, and Spartan Shops,
which has an exclusive catering
agreement with the Event Center,
has produced a four-color ad touting catered events there.
Aside from the performances in
the 4,500-scat arena, ticket sales
from the connected Bass outlet
have been good enough to warrant

Daily staff photographer

Rietvold volunteers three to four hours a
week to work in the Archives Room, called
the "the cave" by those who work there.

Lion, causing a higher percentage of
groups who would benefit from the
additional money to carry the vote.
"That might be in the best interest of the University, but if we
have a very low turnout, there will
always be the question of whether
or not this is what the students
want," he said.
A.S. Secretary Helen Woodhouse,
who keeps the minutes of the meetings, said her notes stated that ’a special election is to be held May 7 and

8 with IRA funding the process."
The board eventually decided to
allow the IRA committee to decide
on which option it prefers, and the
A.S. board will vote on the choice
next Wednesday. Layering said.
Layering said the options for the
fee increase are still open to
change "even if students bring in
new proposals if they are credible the ballot should still be
open to those new proposals," he
said.

tructure," she said
Watson compared education
cuts to punching a pillow.
"Punch here, and the problems
pop up somewhere else," she said.
"If we educate our young, we’ll
pay less for for unemployment,
health care and other social services. We shouldn’t cut the program that can really save money."
Hatem Bazian, a senior majoring in international relations at San
Francisco State University, told the
gathering that S14.5 million would
probably be cut from that campus
budget next semester, translating
into a loss of 5(1) classes.

He said that many of the classes
most needed by students with jobs
early morning and evening
classes would be the first to be
cut because they are taught by
many of the part-time instructors
who arc likely to be laid off. He
also complained that the budget
for prisons had almost doubled
during the previous year while
education funds had been cut.
"Educate us, don’t incarcerate
us." Bazian told the group. "You
think we have problems in the
streets now. If they cut education,
they’re forcing people to look at
crime as a real alternative. They’re
telling us, ’We don’t have a spot
for you.’ "
Bryce Hoffman, a sophomore
majoring in anthropology at San
Francisco State, said "When you
choose prisons, you’re choosing to
have a criminal population over an
educated one."

an award from the company for
outstanding achievement.
"I’m very pleased with the Bass
windows," Cady said. "The outlet
has been doing well for us from
the start."
In a recent letter to the Student
Union Board of Directors, Cady
wrote that although he was satisfied with the Event Center’s
progress thusfar, there was no time
for self-praise.
"Its never going to be easy," he
said. "we have to convince promoters that the east and south bay
arc two different entertainment
markets. San Jose is not historically known for its culture, but hopefully we’ll change that.

PLANNING A TRIP?
A short walk could save you lots of money
Discount Fairs Available with S.J.S.U. I.D.

C-MOR TRAVEL

WY,

82 S. Almaden Ave.
San Jose, Ca. 95113
Next to Greyhound Bus Depot

294-5000

Sunnyvale

249-0976

245-1745

Morgan Hill

So.San Jose

Milpitas

&A %ma and Provo
Afmpan 14,4r PM,.
kl.,Pcry al Pt*
INII tbriA,

Fed P. lie 10.,
Spam,. Plot*
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778-2332

578-2412

946-1040

LOOKING FOR A SAFE PLACE TO
STORE YOUR NUTS?
Call about our $1 storage special
for students only.
$1 first month’s rent with minimum 2 month rental period on selected spaces. Offer good to new
customers only, must present this coupon at time of rental .

Sizes from 20 to 1,000 sq. ft.
Electronic Security.
Easy access from Highways
101 and 280.
2 convenient locations:

EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY

20%
30%
40%
50%

UNIVERSITY ART’S

(408)

377-5771

Santa Clara

Red 1411) SIkv M.,,,
1,4 14,. Mar P.m
Tose and Comity
beton," 1,,16 ame
II1* a
I. IJ farm., Peal
goat Ilealrn
.l ),.,,,,l, UtItte PO

DISCOUNTS

YESI EVERYTHING IS AT LEAST 10%
Of Fl ARTI FRAMINGI DRAFTING’
’sacs P I ING AlREADY DISCOUNTE Ilk mS
CASH, CHECK, VISA & MASTER CARD

Land-Air -Sea

Red IC. Shoe More
16/17 VahmAlor
prat limbo wet le
Roca 411.S 1,441)

Milano

Boston

Ibiza

DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSE
1’8
PAC,I St

’AN 053

4011) .9/411.1

Santa Teresa
Bernal Rd. Exit
off Highway 101
281-0400

6880

OFFICE HOURS:9am to 6 pm Mon-Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sundays
GATE HOURS:7am to 8 pm Mon-Sat
9am to 5 pm Sundays

900 Lontis Cmirt
Off
Avv.
under 280
947-8775
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Be Rewarded For
rinking Responsibly.
DRINKING AND DRIVING INFORMATION FAIR

rilODAY

ART
QUA

San rernancet

1

,
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’Carson Display
’Free Alternative Beverages
Insurance Representatives
Free Raffleickels
Promotional Prizes
Free Passes and Gift Certificates
O

o

O

Art
Quad

San Carlos Street

THE REWARDS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

CAMPUS MINISTRY
COMMUNITY NIGHTS
FELLOWSHIP

DISCUSSION FOOD FUN

"EVERYTHING YOU’VE WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT FAITH OR RELIGION..."
(...BUT WERE TOO AFRAID TO ASK)
THURSDAY, APRIL 18
7:00-8:30 pm

Is

Veal
lA WINN
In,. an,

AgAlla

Co-Sponsors of the Spartan Daily
Drinking and Driving Information Fair
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Campus Ministry Center
300 South 10th St.
(Corner of San Carlos &10th)
298-0204

BLACK MOUNTAIN WATER

46211116iv

4:04i1kW.

One For
The Road

s

=TOGA

PREMIUM BEVERAGE 40., INC

GMAC

COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM
If you are within six months of graduation
or within one year after graduation, get a

above and beyond current incentives on all vehicles.
MADD

Call Mike Miller, Sales Manager and CSU graduate,
for a free consultation,
and/or discuss a career in the automotive field.

BOTIONLEY DISTRIBUTING CO INC’
and from campus, nus,
For sate diii
the new Saturn the one for the road or only
$112.89 a month with our "Dnse & Buy" 51 month lease plan. With credit
approval, only $257! cash or trade equity delivers. Then only $112.89 per
month + tan. Pmts. total $5757,39 + la with normal sear & mileage. No
funher obligation. Purchase option at lease end, 53308. Term
apply to any new Saturn SI. Sedan now through 4/30/91.

THE LUCAS DFALERSHIP GROUP

A Dit it RI Ni KIND uf ( OMI4ANN
A 1)11111(1 NT KIM) 441 CAR

ATUZN
Salves Of Steins Creek
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OPARTANI DAIIY

666 W. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA
736-3496
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Rappin’ up Sports

Heading
the NFL
draft

By Steve Helincr
that time of the year!
It’s
The NFL draft takes place on
Sunday and Monday, and those
of us here at SJSU will take a vested
interest this year.
A few players that we cheered on
and enjoyed watching break records
that led the Spartans to a Cal Bowl
victory will he hot items.
Athough SJSU won’t contribute
the No. I pick (who will be Notre
Dame’s Raghib "Rocket" Ismail).
the Spartans will he well represented
in the opehing rounds.
Tailback Sheldon Cunley will
head the Spartans in the draft. The
nifty hack, who finished second in
the nation in all-purpose yards last
season with 2,213, will be very
attractive to teams looking for a
quick. all-around running hack and
special teams’ player.
Canley’s bio includes SJSU
career records for rushing yardage
(2,513). rushing touchdowns (27)
and total touchdowns (32). He also
ran in two touchdowns in the BlueGrey All-Star Classic, competed in
the East-West Shrine Game and was
named to the Associated Press’
Third Team.
All of these accolades, plus his
versatility and positive, outgoing
attitude will earn him a *secondround selection.
only strike against Canley
The
is his size, 5-fix4-8, 193
pounds. But in recent years
small hacks have proved to be a
major factor; Barry Sanders, Dave
Meggen and Dexter Carter.
And with the outstanding year exSpartan Johnnie Johnson had for the
Phoenix Cardinals as a rookie, the
NFL will have its eyes open for
more SJSU products. Johnson was
an eighth round pick because of an
attitude problem. He was kicked off
of SJSU’s team in 1989 for missing
practices. But he proved to Phoenix
that he was capable of playing in the
NH, and finished near the top of the
league in -rushing.
Another Spartan who will be
attractive on Sunday (not Monday
because he will have already been
picked by then) is outside linebacker
Lyneil Mayo. He had a great year
tor SJSU. leading the team in sacks.
with 13.5. Ills great ability earned
hint Big West Conference CoDefensive Player of the Year
hiinitrs.
Mayo’s package includes size and
speed. The standout Spartan is 6foot. 236 pounds and can run the 40yard dash in 4.4 seconds. This
combination will he very attractive
to the NFL.
The only thing interfering with
Mayo’s draft-round are his run-ins
with the law. But neither Mayo nor I
think a football team would let a
reputation stand in the way of
drafting one of the most talented
linebackers since Lawrence Taylor.
"When those things happened I
was worried about it affecting my
chances of playing pro football."
Mayo said after leading SJSU to a
Cal Bowl victory over Central
Michigan University. "hut I talked
to a lot ot scouts and agents and they
if won’t hurt me.
heacuse of pure talent. Mayo
s1 . ,tild go as early as the third
I, iund, hut no later than the
fifth
Representing SJSU next is
quarterback Ralph Martini lie has a
very strong am and good size (6foot -2. 225 pounds) He lead SJSU
6)a 9-2-1 record and a Big West
C’onference title. Martini had the
best game of his career in SJSI.I’s
48-24 Cal Bowl victory, where he
completed 27 of 36 passes for 404
yards and two touchik twits
Unlike Canley and Mayo, speed
will hurt Martini’s draft chances.
Martini doesn’t have great quickness
and scrambling ability. But his
strong arm and willingness to take a
hit will land him a late-round
selection
Ci)merhack Paul Franklin,
offensi% e tackle Pan Hinds.
offensive guard Anthony Gallegos
and linebackers Steve filcher and
Everett Lampkins could all end up
in a NFL uniform come next year.
With all of these players
representing the Spartans next
season in the NFL. the 1991 squad
should get a stronger Ii a ik by college
fans and media.
Stei e Ilelitter ts the Spiritus
.Dailv Sports hider. lli column
appifirs every Titursdav.

but drop match 7-2 at
South Campus Cows
Precy Correos
Daily staff writer

Despite the 7-2 score of the
SJSU women’s tennis team’s loss
against Sonoma State. the Spartans
have improved their game since
the two teams last meet on Feb. 5.
At that match Sonoma State took
the Spartans 9-0.
This loss at the South Campus
Courts puts SJSU at 9-10 for the
year.

’They were a 101
tougher than my team
anticipated.’
Steve Cunningham,
Sonoma State coach
Three injuries caused the Spartans some last minute re-arrangements; Patty Cornelius hurt her
back but was able to play a tough
singles match in the third seeding.
defeating Sonomoa’s Nicolle Ma-

huke in straight sets. 6-4 7-6. Colleen Gleason strained her right
shoulder and Leslie Ruiz has a
muscle strain on her elbow that
might result in her sitting out the
rest of the season, according to assistant coach Dave King. Both
Gleason and Ruiz did not play.
In the singles matches, Vicki
Blankenship defeated SJSU’s Flor
Cadigal 6-1 in the first set, with
Cadigal giving Blankenship a
tougher game in the second set. 75. Chris Kellogg downed Lyn Cadigal 6-1, 6-1. Tisha Hiraishi was
against
aggressively
playing
Robyn Goldberg coming into the
net and making points, defeating
her 6-3, 6-1.
"I felt pretty good especially
coming from the first set." said
Hiraishi. "She could’ve volleyed
more. hut I kept the ball deep, hitting the baseline."
But despite the fact that Hiraishi
had to run for the ball, she hung in
there until Goldberg made the errors frustrating her opponnent.
Jamie Early defeated SJSU’s
Marie Capuyan 6-3, 6-3.
"She was steady," said Early.
"hut her second serve was weak.
She couldn’t keep hits in three or

SJSU 2
itiGnucarr: Spartan Tisha
iliraishi played aggressively
against Robyn Goldberg,
coming into the net to score.
Hiraishi won the match in
straight sets, 6-3, 6-1,
four in a rally to keep the hall in
play."
Tami Diehl lost the first set 4-6
to Judy Rocchi then came back to
win the last two sets 6-1, 6-0.
matches.
doubles
the
In
Blankenship-Kellogg defeated F.
Cadigal-Hiraishi 6-4, 6-2. MahkeEarly defeated L. Cadigal-Gleason
6-3. 6-2 and Goldberg-Deale defeated Rocchi-Capuyan 6-0. 6-1.
Sonoma head coach Steve Cunningham agreed that SJSU improved its gam since the previous
match.
"They were a lot tougher than
Chip Loven Daily stall pnotogianti,my team anticipated." he said.
As of press time, results of SPAIN Patty Cornelius returns a serve from Sonoma’s Nicolle
Wednesday’s game against San Mahnke during Tuesday’s women’s tennis match at South CamFrancisco State were not available. pus Courts, Cornelius defeated !Mahnke in straight sets 6-4. 7-6.

TOMORROW Is
FAST APPROACHING.

hop aboard tomormze.

cr Santa Clara County Transportation Agency
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Giants please crowd despite loss

Pioneers no match
for baseball team’s
offensive outburst

San Jose community
visits ballpark for
team’s home opener
By Jack Trageser

By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff writer
For the second time this season. SJSU (18-21) and Hayward
State (9-27) went head-to-head
and the Spartans left the Pioneers with a headache.
The Spartan offense fairly
shined with six extra-base hits.
including two home runs in the
10-6 victory at Municipal Stadium.
Six Spartans accounted for
the team’s 14 hits, but everyone
who came to bat had a chance to
hit it big.
-We had really good offensive production." said Coach
Sam Piraro. "It’s true that Hayward’s pitching isn’t front-line.
but when you’re not hitting
well, you can’t take advantage
of that."
Hitting highlights included
shortstop Steve Anderson’s two
triples in the game, which tied a
school single-game record. Left
fielder Jorge Mora knocked in
the game-winning run with a
homer in the eighth inning.
First baseman Jason Drotar
and center fielder Jason Bugg
each had doubles in the game.
Catcher Charles Havel accounted for the winning margin
with a home run and four RBIs.
But all the action didn’t happen in the box. On the mound.
Spartan pitchers had some trouble to begin with, but then
slipped into gear and finished
off the Pioneers.
David Sick started but
struggled in the first 3 1/2 innings, giving up four runs.
"Sick was having some trouble with getting behind hitters
and not being able to catch up, ,o he was relieved in the fourth

Daily staff writer

The San Jose Giants, after opening their season by going 5-1 on
the road, lost their home opener to
the High Desert Mavericks on
Tuesday by a score of 8-2.
An estimated crowd of more
than 3,000 came to Municipal Stadium hoping to see the Class A Giants continue their winning ways
hut enjoyed themselves nonetheless.
Staging pitcher Rick Huisman
seemed almost unhinable until the
thuh, striking out four and protecting a 2-0 lead. But then disaster
struck Mr the Giants.

MAVERICKS 8
GIANTS 2
HIGHLIGHT: High Desert
spoiled the Giants’ home opener.
The Mavericks (4-3) scored
three runs in the fifth off Huisman
to take the lead fi)r good. using a
leadoff walk and five consecutive
hits. Left fielder J.D. Noland’s
strong throw to the plate nailed a
Maverick attemping to score. filially stopping High Deserts rally.
But the damage was done.
High Desert pitcher Royal
Thomas. after )ielding the two
early runs. shut San Jose 0-2/
down the rest of the way to even
his ret.ord at 1-1. Huisman’s record dropped to 1-1.
One bright spot for the Giants
was catcher Roger Miller’s performance. He went 1 -for-3. drove in a
run, and played stellar defense.
Miller threw out both runners attempting to steal against him and
showed outstanding concentration
in catching a hall and holding onto
it as he tagged out a barreling Maverick at the plate.

George Ortiz - Daily staff photographer

San Jose Giants’ shortstop Ron Crowe catches
High Desert Maverick Reggie Former stealing

second base in the second inning of the Giants’
home opener, an 8-2 loss at Municipal Stadium.

The Mavericks went on to score the hole in a Pepsi sign. During sympathy. Whenever a foul ball
three more runs in the sixth and each of these crowd pleasers, the found its way into the bleachers,
added two in the ninth to cap the people in the stands reacted with fans cheered or jeered, depending
scoring, but the disparate score good-natured applause or sighs of on whether a catch was made.
dampened the spirits of few.
Elderly couples, young families. 1991 SAN JOSE GIANTS OPENING DAY ROSTER
clumps of teenagers and even an CATCHERS
OUTFIELDERS
PITCHERS CONT.
entire little league team, many #7 FERNANDEZ, Dan
#20 BONNER, Jeffry #31 HERRING, Vince
bundled in their San Jose Giants *10 MILLER, Roger
#5 JACKSON, John
#30 HUISMAN, Rick
jackets and caps. seemed to thor- #25 PATTIN, Jon
#4 McFARLIN, Jason # 18 McGEHEE, Kevin
oughly enjoy the aura of a minor INFIELDERS
# 17 REID, Derek
# 14 PENA, Pedro
league ballpark.
#11 BELLINGER, Clay
#9 ROLEN, Steven
#34 RAPP, Patrick
Some of the evening’s promo- # 1 CROWE, Ron
PITCHERS
#26 SHARKO, Gary
tions, common at minor league #24 DAVENPORT, Aden # 19 ALEYS, Max
#33 TAYLOR, Rob
baseball games, included a bingo # 27 JAMES, Joey
# 12 CALLAHAN, Steve Manager: Roo Wotus
game, a San Jose Sharks merchan- #3 KASPER, Kevin
Pitching: Gary Lucas
#32 DOUR, Brian
dise drawing. and a contest for #8 SPIRES, Tony
#23 HANSELMAN, Carl Batting: Dick Dietz
fans to try to throw a ball through

’Sick was having
some trouble with
getting behind hitters
and not being able to
catch up.’
- Sam Piraro,
SJS1 head coach
with the score tied 4-4, Piraro
said.
Anthony Chavez came in.
and didn’t fare much better at
first. He gave up a two-run
homer against the first batter he
faced. but pulled together and
held the Pioneers to two runs in
the next four innings.
Chavez fell into trouble in the
ninth inning with the score 106. He loaded the bases and allowed the tying run to come up.
He was given the win.
Piraro took him out and replaced him with Chris Martin.
who threw only tour pitches,
striking out one hitter and forcing a first-pitch ground out from
the other. Martin was credited
with the save.
"He deserved the save, even
though he only threw four
pitches. He really got us out of a
Piraro said.
Piraro said he hopes the hitting streak was not a fluke, as
the Spanans are scheduled to
face Fresno State at Municipal
Stadium this weekend.
"We’ll see a lot of good
pitching this weekend. so I hope
we can carry this momentum
over.’ Piraro said.

Classified
Apply Monday .Friday
arn to S prn
Full benefits

ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now
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GRADUATES
Deborah S. Gillham

SENIORS
Dorothy Ann Abreu
Kristen A. Alaimo
Dean Askanas
Hieu Minh Hu
Michal Azar
Gregory Clarence Bainum
Diana L. Berry
Jenna Corrin Bolton
Michelle Anne Brewer
Penelope E. Bruce
Kathy M. Bunce
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Vivian Wai-Ying Chan
David Aaron Chancellor
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Chris Chin
Jeffery F. Chin
Jose Dazon Compuesto
Kerrie Elizabeth Conrardy
Joyce M. Coy
Rachel A. Cunningham
Nina Thuynga Dao
Mark Walter Davis
Michael Delaney
Lara Pilar De Paiva Rapozo
Gabriella M. Disalvo
Antonella Di Vittorio
Victoria C. Edmonds
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Russel Fong
Ralph J. Francis Jr.
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Lori Kimberly McDonnell
Tracy Kathleen McGowan
Mark Edward McGushin
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Ransome Carl McKissick, Jr.
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Douglas A. Mendoza
Veronica L. Milton-Van Der Wyk
Kimberly Irene Mohn
Barbara Moore
Christopher Thomas Moore
Deborah Marie Sousa Munoz
Linda Florence Murray
David S. Ng
Liem Than Nguyen
Ming V. Nguyen
To Truong Nguyen
Cynthia H. Nishio
Christine Marlene O’Brien
Frances M. O’Hare
Jordan David Olivier
Eric David Olson
Elizabeth Omalyev
Miyuki One Bear
Denise A. Owen
Linda Sue Hunt Partsch
Gwendelyn Gomez Phan
Hoang-Yuen Thi Phan
Huy Van Phan
Michael F. Philip
Matthew W. Prull
Martin B. Rader
Lisa K. Ramos
Ursula G. Rauskolb
Peggy Carolyn Robertson
Dana Leigh Rogers
Kevin C. Ruan
Jeffrey Glenn Russell
Robin D. Ruzicka
Esther Lee Sage
Brett Eric Schlaman
Elizabeth A. Shulmister
Christine West Silver
Michelle Marie Spahn

Michelle Marie Spahn
Jean A. Stevens
Monica Lee Stoffal
Jill A. Tauscher
’Kim Teramoto
Vuoung Van Iran
Elizabeth Trask
Pi-Kuei Tu
Barbara Valdez
Terri Kamp Vijeh
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Cathy Weathersby
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Cheuk Kin Wong
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Cynthia Sze Man Wong
Cheryl A. Woods
Huaping Yu
Frank Abraham Zahn

JUNIORS
Cindy Ahlquist
Rachelle Badal
Dennis Bautista
Eileen Begley
Teresa A. Berger
Carol Lynn Bertaina
Caren Elaine Burris
Suzannne Marie Cam
Mary T. Carlson
Sharon Covarrubias
Cathy L. Cowan
Linda J. Cunningham
Lyn D’ Amelio
Holly A. Decia
Ildiko Judith Dihen
Eileen M. Domalaog
Gregory 0. Dubney

Daniel Victor Felizzatto
Susan Howe Fogg
Ms. Ruth May Fredericks
Gregory T. Fujii
Jennifer Gaalswyk
JoyLynn Ganschow
Marcella Gehlhar
Everett A. Greel III
Jean M. Grupczynski
Kristin M. Gump
Quynhgiao Tan Ha
Jane M. Hahn
Roxanne V. Harbor
Christine R. Harrison
Dedi Elizabeth Hartwig
Eric Lynn Hawkins
Robert Hayes
Janet lo Horner
Robert A. Howard
Matthew R. lwasaka
Cassandra Ann King
Julie P. Ko
Sharon Kay Koenig
Sau-Oi Kym Lai
John Van Os Latour
Mary-Kathryn Lee
Ambrose Ching-Tao Leung
Quan Lieu (Wendy)
Shirley Liu
Silvia Lopez
Cynthia A. Louie
Karen Louie
Ha Duy Mai
Diana C. Matteucci
Jason D. McCoy
Christine S. McDonnell
Joy Nadine Mitchell
Marlys Mitrovich
Maria E. Morales

Tam V. Nguyen
Kimberly L. Nielsen
Eric S. Ogrey
Stephanie Panousis
Smita R. Patel
Thu Tram Thi Phi
Brian G. Phillips
Suzanne R. Pointer
Theresa Mary Prikazsky
Shirley A. Reimer
Diane M. Rempfer
Bryce T. Reynolds
Mary L. Sanbrook
Amy E. Santana
Dayle E. Sievers
Lynn Sit
Jill Diane Steinfeld
David B. Stuhr, Jr.
Lina Sujo
Sheryl R. Sweazey
Maria Cecilia A. Talosig
Mercedes F. Tan
Karl Thelin
Deborah A. Thomas
Alan W. Thomson
Ann Thurston
Carol J. Tribble
Khanh-Thu Truong
Marilen Tuason
Stacia Lynn Utz
Mark R. Vogel
Tracy-Trang D. Vu
R. Tyler Warfield
Carol Emi Watanabe
Shelly J. White
Anita Wood
Ted A. Wood
Gene J. Yao
Nanette Gabriel Zunkel
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distinguished Service Awards
Wiggsy Sivertsen
Roy Young
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Student Counseling Services
Political Science

Distinguished Academic Achievement Awards
Sybil Weir
Local Officers for 1990-1991
John W Williams
President
Geology
Vice -President
Lela Llorens
Occupational Therapy
Jo Whit latch
Library
Secretary
Testing
Treasurer
Mara Southern
Mechanical Engineering
Don Myronuk
Public Relations
Physics
Delegates at Large....Pat I lamill
Irene Miura
Child Development
Mary Lou Lewandowski
Graduate Studies
Business
Past President
John Baird

AAVP/Faculty Affairs
Faculty and Staff Initiates
Ray Chen
Terry Christensen
Wilbert Crockett
Marcia I lenry
Kenneth MacKay
Wiggsy Sivertsen
Sybil Weir

Santa

Electrical Engineering
Political Science
English
Special Education
Meteorology
Services
Counseling
Student
A AV P/Facu I ty Affairs
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Steven’s on a
macho kick

Look what’s
cookin’ now

Art students
on display

Seagal’s new flick, ’Out
For Justice’ leaves
viewers out for revenge
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New eats at Casola’s
pizza, pasta and sub shop
inside Heartthrob
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Students show off a
variety of exhibits in the
Art Building
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Angus Klein
Executive Editor

Amanda Helen

What’s going on for the weekend of April 19

Managing Editor/
Production

ON CAMPUS:
Hard Bodies
The Event Center hosts the 1991 San lose Pro Bodybuilders Invitational Grand Prix. The "Muscles of the Universe" come
together on Saturday to battle it out for the $20,000 prize. Admission for the prejudging event is $20 general and $15 with student I.D.
Admission for finals is $30, $40 and $50 for reserved seats, $20 for general ,and $15 for students. For ticket information call 238-7413.
Dance Student choreographers get the chance to show off their artistry Friday and Saturday nights at 8 in "Creativity Unlimited." The
modem dance shows take place in SPX 219.

Shellie Terry
Entertainment/ Features
Editor
Kevin Squires
Photo Editor
Mary Morello

Chief Photographer
OFF CAMPUS:
The hard-rock sound of "The Throbs" shouldn’t be missed this Sunday at Cactus.
Cactus Club
The Throbs have been called "the most promising new gut-punch hard rock power band to ever
come out of New York City." The show starts at 9:30 and tickets are available through BASS or at
the door.
Music The S.ISU Concert Choir and Choraliers present their Finale Concert at Nt. Andre ,
Episcopal Church in Saratoga on Friday at 8:30 p.m. The concert is conducted by Charlene
Archibeque. Donations of $8 for general and $4 for students are requested. For information call
924-4332 or 924-4662.

The Throbs

Festival The Towne Theatre hosts its first Laurel and Hardy Festival on Sunday. Appearing at
festival will be Sian Laurel’s daughter, Lolis Laurel Hawes and Dorothy BeBorba, one of the original "Our Gang/Little Rascals." The
featured films are "Saps at Sea" and "Two Tars." The festival starts at 1:15 p.m. and tickets are $5 general, $4 students and $3 for students
and seniors.

the

Kevin Weil
Copy Chief
Contributing Reporters

John Bcssa, Brooke Shelby
Biggs, Precy Correos, Robert
W. Scoblc and Pam Schatz
Contributing
Photographers
Chip Loyal, Don Richey
and Rocksford Takamatsu

Derek Smith

Comedy The hilarious Fred Travalcna will appear at the Last Laugh Friday night in benefit shows
I or the YMCA. The proceeds will suppon the services of YMCA services such as child care, parent
education, child assault prevention, career development and the rape crisis center. Shows start at 8:30
and 10:30 p.m., tickets are available at $40 per person through BASS, YMCA and the Last Laugh.

Advertising Director

Sandra Hutchins
Art Director
Wendy Fegette

MOVIES OPENING THIS WEEKEND:

Production Manager

"Mortal Thoughts" stars Demi Moore and Glenne Hcadly as two workmates who live markedly
different lives. Moore plays Cynthia Kellogg, a woman with a fairly stable homelife. Headly plays
Joyce Urbanski, the battered wife of James Urbanski, played by Bruce Willis. The film was directed
hy Alan Rudolph and written by William Reilly and Claude Kervcn.
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Brad Detanna
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Marketing Manager
Demi Moore
in ’Mortal Thoughts’
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FREE PIZZA DELIVERY
0 OFF NplYz),
OFF ANY 12
135 W. Santa Clara St.

280-0707

Not good with any other offer
Expires May 2, 1991

RELAX, LISTEN TO JAZZ
AND HANG OUT
Live Jazz Every Wednesday
Through Saturday.

Continuous Sattelite Coverage
f All Major Sporting Events.
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Located On Market St.
Between San Fernando
& Santa Clara
279-8110
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Sara Barry,
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Sommers
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Jennifer Herman, Paul
Smith and Eric Vidal
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Riders gel ready for the
plunge on the Santa Cruz
Boardwalk’s Giant Dipper.
The Dipper, a national
historic landmark, was
built in 1924.
Photo by Rockatord Taluernatsu
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Eclectic seniors’ art exhibit
reveal creators’ individuality
By Pam Schatz
CenterStage staff writer
Graduating students of the art
department are exhibiting their
creations for their senior projects.
The art displays come in
many different forms from
sculpture to a photo-mixed
media.
Every week there is a new
show by the students. They’re
responsible for setting up and
taking down the displays. Students only have the opportunity
to sign up once in the beginning
of each semester.
"Sometimes students sleep
( here lover night to sign up. It’s a
first come first served basis. said Sharon Penn from the Gallery office.
Ann LaCaze. graduate student. has displayed her metal
sculptures in Gallery Iii of the
Art building. She describes her
work as cast bronzed metal
pieces that are welded together.
The ideas Of her art work
came from many different expe
riences throughout her life.
"Ideas gross from one piece
Rockslord Takamatsu
Centerstage photographer
to another, when you work your
Senior- art student Jill Reisdorf displays her ceramic hybrid art it becomes a life long process.’ LaCaze said. "I %%oils
chicken -man in one of the art department’s gallery exhibits.

I work with experiences of life.’
Ann LaCaze,
graduate student
with experiences of life, myth
and dreams, each piece coming
from different ideas.- she said.
She doesn’t do art for the
money . she does it for the gain
of infOrmation. "It wouldn’t he
true to my heart to do it for
money." said LaCaze.
Ellen Buss utilized the gallery
as the setting for her piece of art
"Discontinuity."
The walls and floor are
painted black. In the middle of
the room there is a table set with
a plastic green welcome mat. On
the mat is a cookie on a plate
next to a wine glass half empty
with milk. There are four chairs
around the table that have four
yellow balloons attached to each
chair. Along the two sides of the
table are five chairs covered
with plastic wrap.

Anne Catamby uses photomixed media. This type of artwork uses photos, paint and
other objects to make it a complete art piece.
All of her ideas came from
different places and she uses a
lot of symbolism in her work.
According to Catamby, the general idea she is trying to convey
is the persecution of individuals
due to their unorthodox beliefs,
lifestyles and appearances nonconforming to popular opinion.
Some of the pieces tell the
stories of the events that might
have happened during the time
of the Inquisition." said Catamby.
The students artwork will he
displayed throughout this week.
A different set of artists will he
shim ii1.2 their pieces !lest ’-seek

Dennis Hopper stars in ’Paris Trout
Showtime’s violent, powerful film
NEW YORK (AP)
"Paris
Trout" begins ssith the bite of a
rabid fox and quickly spirals into
a vertiginous fever dream of violence, homicidal rage and madness from which there is no escape.
And, like a fever dream, it
may he too powerful for some
people to endure.
"Paris
Trout." playing Saturday night
on Showtime. evokes the segregated South of the 1950s with a
tone as spare and uninflected as
screenwriter Pete Dexter used in
his MOT National Book Awards% inning novel of the same
name.
Dennis Hopper. in the title
role. is a small-town Georgia
storekeeper and moneylender:
Barbara Hershey as his muchmistreated wife. Hanna: and Ed
Harris as the town’s leading lawyer. Harry Seagrases. the story s pivotal figure
Dexter’s screenplay. impeccab’s directed by Stephen Gyllenhaal. proceeds its inevitably
as a ritualistic dance.
Hopper’s Trout is one of his
bravura weirdos: A moody. pro-

roundly disturbed man who fears
death by poisoning. He lives in a
moral vacuum defined only by
the debts he owes or is owed.
His marriage to Hanna has
ceased to exist except as the
ham of her servitude. He’s
clearly off his cams, but their
life goes on until Trout finances
a used-car deal for a young Hack
man.
When the car is wrecked and
the young man refuses to pay off
his loan. Trout is as puzzled as
he is enraged that the young man
would defy him.
The moneylender %usus the
young man’s home to collect,
but his family refuses to honor
the debt The horror begins.
Trout, in a spasm of crazed,
horrith rage. fatally shoots a 12 year -old girl and critically
wounds her mother
He’s unable to comprehend
why the law is alarmed. By his
lights, his stems did nothing
more than destroy themselves
when they got in his ssay . His
righteous bullets were enforcing
a legal debt, nothing more.
"How much is this going hi

cost me."’ Trout asks when Seagraves tells him that the girl has
died.
Told that he will he prosecuted on a murder charge and
faces a harsh prison sentence,
Trout denies such a thing even is
possible.
"Not in this town," he sass
flatly. There’s law and Own
there’s law . he is saying. lust
look around.
Hams has the most kWh alt
acting job as the lawyer Scagrases.
Defending Trout, he comes to
realize lust how crazy his client
is At the same time. Seagras es
finds himself unable to mei
come his growing attraction
llama Trout.
Their lose affair turther %mu
’se.’
plicate, the halancmg
graves is trying to conduct be meet) his duties and his client,
as well as his responsibilities to
his community and its double
standard belore the law.
’Paris Trout- is a powerful
drama, highly moral and full
complex ideas about man :mil
soLleq
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Choreographers
show off their talent

What is that thing?

Don Rchey Centerstage photographer
As part of the eco-art project to redecorate around a dead tree stump. The stump repthe seventh street walkway , artist Fran- resents a dead society surrounded by a
cisco Perez (sitting) builds a sculpture crumbling man-made structure.

Ducktales’ and Ghost top video lists
The following are the most ground’.
9. "Rocky & Bullwinkle: Vol.
popular videos as they appear in
IV’
Billboard magazine.
10."Driving Miss Daisy
VIDEO SALES
I I ."Teenage Mutant Ninja
."Ducktales the Movie"
Turtles: The MovieWoman"
2.’
12."Three Tenors in Con3. "Rocky & Bullwinkle: Vol.
ccli
’
I3."Rocky & Bullwinkle:
4."The Little Mermaid"
5. "Rocky & Bullwinklc: Vol. Vol. V"
14."Rocky & Bullwinkle:
II"
Vol. VI"
6."Peter Pan"
IS.
"Richard
Simmons:
7."Rocky & Bullwinkle: Vol.
Sweatin to the Oldies"
III"
VIDEO RENTALS
14."Michael Jordan’s Play-

I. "Ghost"
2."Flatliners"
3."Arachniphobia"
4."Pacific Heights"
5. "Air America"
6. "Presumed Innocent"
7. "Die Hard 2: Die Harder"
tt."Darkman
9." Death Warrant"
10."Navy Seals"
I I ."Narrow Margin"
I2."The Two lakes"
13. ’Days of Thunder"
I4."Pump Up the Volume"
15."Problem Child"

By Faye Wells
Special to CenterStage
will
students
University
stretch and step to their own
choreography Friday and Saturday in "Creativity Unlimited
at SJSU’s Dance Studio Theater.
located at 5th and San Carlos.
Of the 12 modern dances.
most conic from SJSU choreography classes and will range
from ihc light hearted to the
emotional. according to Luba
Markott. publicist for the theater
arts and dance department.
"Almost everybody imolved
in this is a student here. she
said.
They were "doing tech."
Markoti said 1 uesday. which
means setting up lights and cues
I or the stage manager in cooperwith choreographers.
ation
dancers and associate professor
of dance. Fred Mathews.
The concert offers three solos.
.1% trios and dance quartets.
\ mong the sok% is "China
\ \ lute.
by choreographerdancer Shelly I .amb. lake mans.
ot the performers. she designed
her costumes and asked Barbara
iotcher to design the lights
Lamb also created a trio."Shades of One.’ in which she
dances with Wanda Carr and
Robert Regala.
Except for the music. Kay I..
Thornton’s "Walt, a ith a
Drum" is a one-woman show
She also designed the lights and
costumes and will perform the
solo to music by Bill Brutitn1
Danya Menentes designed the
lighting for her solo "Exploring
Grey Realms." She will dance
solo to Gary Lamb’s music in a
clistume by Annmarie Martin.
Menentes also choreographed
a trio. ’Tomorrow Mournm."
based on naturalist themes

Laura Weitz. Kathy Harrison
and Amber Walker will perform
it at "Creativity Unlimited."
The dance is also scheduled to
he performed on the outside
stage in front of the music building during Earth Week.
Other trios include "Memories." by Luella Moran.
"Body Language.’ ’ by Melissa
Gambino. and "He Saw Angels
Play." by Cane Garner. all current students in the dance program at SJSU.
Bih-Tau Sung will dance in
"I !minim," the trio she created
and % ill dance with Robert Re gala and flsiang-Hsoi lan Both
Sung and I.in came from Taiwan
and attended SJSU, and now
they own dance studios.
"Adaggio for Three’ ’ was
created by a Jerry. Kotlowski
The one choreographer not a
matriculated student. Kozlowski
emmigrated from Poland. and
now teaches advanced ballet at
West Valley College.
"Sadako and Thousand Paper
Cranes" is a quartet choreographed by Tanya L. Hogg. She
will perform it v, ith (*ark Garner. Melissa Gambino. and 13 Ii
Tau Sung
Melanie Parrish created "Rite
2 Control." another quartet to
he dallied by Donna Presson.
Margie Howard. Larry I aischei.
and Fammy De -Jong [Odd. all
currently enrolled or graduate
students ot dance.
Tuesday lighting designers set
up Hoods and colored beams and
established cues at SPX 2 I9
perbirmers made last minute
changes in their pertomiances
%ere setting up floods and colored beams as dancers cooper
died and Mathews. who is also
an SJM dance professor

Couple disturbed by violent scene
In
1.0S ANGFITS APi
"Mortal
the new thriller
Thoughts. actor Bruce Willis
savagely beats his real-lite wife
Demi Moore in a scene that left
both performers shaken. Moore
says.
"It was a pretty intense scene
for both of us. hut I knew it was
worse for him," Moore said.
Its a very frightening thing. to
experience that kind ot violence,
even in a movie."
In the film. scheduled for release this week. Moore and Willis team up for the first time.
Moore portrays a New Jersey
beauty salon operator who becomes embroiled in a murder investigation. Willis plays her
character’s abusive husband.
Moore said she and Willis

usuall) go out ot their was to
avoid working together. But
Willis asked to play her onscreen husband after reading the
script.
"Frankly . I was surprised.
but Bruce . . really responded
to thi, vos
the at tress said
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Lead singer of ’The Feelies’
destroys band’s great sound

Brooke Shelby Biggs

The dreams of a
rock ’n’ roll star
in the making
Beautiful calCallouses!
louses! Marvelous callouses!
OK, so it’s not that exciting
for anyone but me. But I just
purchased my second guitar
hadn’t played my first since I
was seven) and I’m learning to
play again.
It occurred to me as I sifted
through my cassettes and albums
that all my favorite artists, at the
very least feature and often
themselves, play acoustic guitar.
A few of them Paul Simon,
Crosby. Stills and Nash, Melissa
Etheridge to name a few
might even make my list of
heroes.
So. eer trying to he better
man the hest. I figured I’d try
my hand at guitar once more.
Someday I daydreamed I’d he
counted on some other music
fan’s list. "Brooke Shelby
Biggs" flashed in white lit, Angeles lights on my bedroom ceiling.
Anything’s possible. I said to
myself I shuffled through ms.
yellowed sheet music and pulled
out "Blue Bayou.- "She’ll Be
Conlin’ ’Round the Mountain,
"Sunshine on My Shoulders and "Toni Dooley " I didn’t
think Virgin Records would be
rushing over too %0011 to sign me
to a Janet -Jackson -sized contract. hut it was a start
I’m guessing. however, that it
I can master the chord changes
in "Summer !twin from the
movie "Grease. I’ll he user
the hump.
Learning to play an instrument is probabfy. one of the most
humbling endeavors one can undenake h is doubly so since I
could he a miniature guitar prodigy Expectations are high, my
talents are minimal.
I’ve chosen my mentors carefully . One is a co-worker, so
even if he eventually wants to
kill me. ethics and the value of
job security would get in his
was The other is my brother-inlaw. ss ho has little choice hut to
tolerate me. lest my sister decide
to add changing the cats’ litter
boy to his list of chores
Binh ot my de facto teachers
ate self-taught. I understand
Irom the trade magazines and
personal experience that the hest
guitarists learned by doing. I’d
do the same. except I figure

By John Bessa
Daily staff writer
The Feelies latest release.
learning from someone that is "Time for a Witness." is an enself-taught is practically the tertaining and enjoyable instrumental album. The problem is.
same thing.
OK. maybe I’m just too lazy they are not an instrumental
and uncreative to do it myself. hand. Throughout the album.
there is some guy who sounds
Share the wealth, I say.
So I began my crusade over like he’s had his tonsils sandSpring Break by buying a shim- blasted "singing- along with
mering black steel-string Palmer the music.
This wouldn’t he too had if
jumbo folk guitar. I bought it because it looked good, not be- the music was no good. because
cause of how it sounded, al- you could just toss the album in
though the guy in the store said the trash and stop wasting your
time. But the driving, rythmic
it sounded "hot."
I don’t know mahogany from guitar work makes you want to
Publicity photo
oak or tone from resonance, and listen on, waiting for guitarist
if he had asked me. I’d have said and lead singer Glenn Mercer to ’The Feelies’ Clem’ Nlercer. Bill Million. Stanley Demeski,
lose his voice lie doesn’t, so it
it sounded pretty cool.
Brenda Sauter, and Dave Weckerman.
I told the salesman I was buy- leaves the listener w ith mixed
ing the guitar for my brother so
breaks the evil cycle of dullness waiting for a hot set of vocals,
RECORD
the guy wouldn’t think I had an
with a moderately paced. me- hut when the guy does start his
REVIEW
empty cranium for buying an inlodic guitar. Mercer turns out his singing. it comes out as an out strument I couldn’t play. I don’t
hest performance of the album of-time whine session that does
have a brother. hut if I did. I’m eelings about the tracks.
here with a familiar. Bob Dy tail- nothing to augment the good
"Time for a Witness- stuns like vocal performance to make music. At least the whining isn’t
sure he wouldn’t mind.
The salesman asked me if I’d oft strong with "Waiting.- the this sleeper worth listening to. It loud and obtrusive, making this
like to "take it for a spin" he- first selection on side tine. The redeems the first two sorry track OK.
fore I bought it. hut I had the beginning of this song sounds a tracks tin side two.
good sense not to play -Flying lot like the Ramones - fast
The fourth song is also enThis album is essentially enTrapeze’ in a store full of long- paced and intriguing, until the joy-able musically, and since ml is joy-able, even though the lyrics
haired I$-year-olds with Mega- guy starts singing. Then it’s a dominated by 11111,It:. with a cou- are mostly lame and dull. It
long wait until he shuts up and ple brief seconds of vocals. Mercer played guitar as had as
death T-shirts on.
I took it home and played the lets the music finish.
’What She Said’’ is pretty he sang. then the band would he
The title track 1)1 the alhum, good
tour chords I know in succession
in a serious hind Since the hand
for about two hours until my the second song on the first side,
The Feelies finish off their can play. however, it makes this
parents threatened to lock me in is much the same story as the fourth album on a mediiicre note album worth listening to. So if
first song - good music. had with "Real Cool Tune.- a song you don’t mind a little sand
the hall chisel.
Mike, he of the litter-box fate, voice.
written by the Stooges The ;loved in with your vocals.
The third song on the side building guitar at the beginning -Time for a Witness" might he
taught me the first seven chords
and the pick pattern for "Dust in sounds like Tom Petty after ot the truck leaves the listener worth witnessing first-hand
the Wind" to add ’,mint: spice drinking about eight inns of coffee. "Sooner Or Later- is a fast
and variety to my repertoire.
We even branched into blend of traditional rock _ the
"Dueling Banjos." hut that was vocals improve a little on this
a little much. Imagine the re- track, as if Mercer coughed up
the hits of ettluv la polluting his
cording on 7$ rpm.
So its no wonder that my par- since-hos
Come on over
The last two (racks on side
ents were wav mg madly as I
pulled out Id the driveway and one are killers. That is, ml you
During Your Break or After Class
headed hack from Sacramento to drive late into the night playing
and Take Advantage of this great offer
them these two slugs ot songs
San Jose
I hese days I have high aims. I will put anyone slightly more
have mastered the intricate alert than the lasmaman Dev ml
opening of "Dust in the Wind" 11) sleep in seconds. ’they also
Located in the Pavilion
and managed not to completely seem as if they were originally
or in
lust one song. hut the recording
alienate my roommates. Yet
Downtown Los Gatos
Next on my agenda is equipment failed for a few secQueensryche’s "Silent Lucid- onds. breaking it into twit songs.
Side two is much rd the same
ity and then Concrete Blonde’s
-Joey
Not herculean goals. stun as side one One change ot
SAN JOSE
LOS GATOS
but at least I can sound very hip pace is the dominating vocals on
150 So First Street
6 No Santa Cruz
the lead-off track, "Doin it
and up-to-dale.
295-9108
395-4244
It is better to sound gixid than Again.- Mercer covers up the
to he good This is the secret, simple and mononinous gtotat
guarded key to success in music. action Nut a change tor the het
’these annoying callouses,
The second selection on side
Buy 1 and Get 2nd
Buy 1 and Get 2nd
along with my scowling roommates and chuckling family. are two is more upbeat than the first.
at Hall Price
at Halt Price
my witnesses. I play a rockin’ but is also repetitive and Aim
"Blowin in the Wind- and I’m as appealing as stale tonal,’
one coupon per visit
one coupon per visit
chips and brown guacamole.
heading to a town near you.
(Expires 10/91)
10/911
(Expires
"For Now." the third song.
Jimi Hendrix, watch out.

TAKE A BREAK!
FRESH! FAST’ AND FANTASTIC’

TACOSBURRITOS

TACOSBURRITOS
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Heartthrob offers fun savory delights

Robvrt
Daily staff wnn
When pi,i.i is mentioned my
heart throbs in delight. That’s
why the newest addition to the
Heartthrob Cafe is a perfect
match.
Just a five minute walk from
SJSU. the Heartthrob Cate Ofters its patrons four wet bars, a
game room. loud 50s music and
the cutest seats in the city
NOW With the addition ,i1 Casola’s Pii/a. Pasta and Sub
Shop. Heartthrob offers 5.151;
students a chance to get together
with friends, grab a pia or a
submarine sandwich and either
dance afterward or play a round
of pool in the game room.
Casola’s faces the light rail

Restaurant
Review

-

tracks on Third Street and serves
pt//as, sandwiches and salads.
During the day it is a quiet place
to study or chat with a few
friends hut in the evening the
restaurant -within -a-nightclub
undergoes a transformation into
a noisy active bar and food outlet.
Groups of yuppies from the
downtown businesses can be
seen in the early evening hours
gathering around the bar like
deer around a watering hole. Casola’s is a march -up-to-the counter and order-it -yourself op.

The pizza is a good
deal, if you are a thin crusted person. A 16inch pizza runs from
$12 to $16.
eration.
It is halt’ bar. hall ’50, hamburger joint. There is a juke boy
in the corner, hut it plays CI),
remind the patrons that this is
the ’90s. All throughout the club
there are seats with cute red
hacks in the shape of a heart. Al
the counter patrons can ordet
cocktails or mineral water. Foi
the hungry ones. Casola’s has a
wide
irlciy of food items m
chthise trona
The pi/./a is a good deal, it
!. tu are a thin -crusted person. .-1
lb -inch pi/ia runs from $12 to
$16. The pi/it’ has a thin coatinr
of cheese on top of a thin crust
A slice of sausage and mush
rooms. $3.25. which had a
proper amount (il toppings.
passed the test of being better
than fro/en, although a little
more cheese would have made it
better.
A slice with green peppers
goes for $2.80. It was big. covering hall of the plate. But it
wasn’t as good as the first because the green peppers were
cooked, not the norm on American pit/a, and then laid on top
of a layer of cheese

Hostess Christine Newcombe checks on cus- shop featuring thin-crust pii/a. submarine
tomers at (*awls’s. the Heartthrob’s new res- sandwiches and pasta. Casola’s is located in
taurant. A Boston -based pizzeria and sub- the rear of the bar and night club.
Hie pt//a at Casola’s is Italian style. says Cleide lkinedeiros, manager of the Heartthrob.
But pi/,a isn’t all that Casola’s sery es. The specialty. she
claims, is the croissant sandwich, which runs about $5. Also

NBC squeaks a win,
but all networks lose
1.0S ANGELES IAP)
BC
won the 1990-91 ratings in the
closest network competition in
26 years.
Ratings released Tuesday by
the A.C. Nielsen Co. also
showed that NBC’s sixth consecutive season win was marked
by a continuing drop in network
yiewership to the lowest level
ever. The percentage of American tele% ’sums tuned to NBC.
CBS or ABC dropped to 63,
down from 65 percent in 198990
NBC won the season with a
12.7 average rating, two-tenths
of a point ahead of ABC with
12.5. CBS had a 12.3. Fox
Broadcasting, which supplies
mly four nights of prime -time
programming per week. finished
with a 6.4.
Fach ratings point represents
931.0IMI homes.
The season’s finish was the
tightest since. 1965, when four -

tenths of a point separated the
first- and last -place finishers.
The No. I show for the season
was the NBC barroom comedy
"Cheers. In second place was
CBS’ "60 Minutes. ABC’s
"Roseanne" was third. folk I wed by NBC’s "A Different
World... ’’’fhe Cosby Show’
on NBC was fifth
ABC’s "NH. Monday Night
Football finished sixth. followed by the network’s "Amen
Ca.% Funniest [tome Videos.’’
The No. 8 slot for the season
was occupied by the TV new
"Murphy
CBS’
of
room
Brown." In a three-way tie tin
ninth place was NBC’s "I’mpt
"Designim
CBS
Nest:*
Women" and ABC’s "Amen
l’a.1 Funniest People."
Overall. NB(’ finished first IS
times in the .10-week season
!MU’ claimed eight weekly
wins. CBS seven

interesting on the menu were the
salads, about $7, and the pasta
dinners, also about $7.
While it’s not a first choice
for downtown dining. Camila’.
is a g(x)d place to grab a pi/ia
while at the Ileirithmh Cate.

Casola’ s serves takeouts and
will deliver in the area tor orders
more than SM. Open Monday
through Saturday until 2 a in.
and open during the %keels at II
Casola’s is located at 151h
South Second Street.

Don’t Forget to
11120iSCCONTY’
1:0c:own-town"
every Tuesday
in the Downtown Section
of the
Spartan Daily!
74\_/Nc7\
n0

r
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Horoscope
for the weekof April 21
Aries:

(Mar. 2I -April 19) You will manage to stay stress free all week. It will be your choice to share
that very valuable piece of information or keep the secret to yourself. Let your astro-advisor give
you some advice on jealous behavior, "the jealous might look at you and smile, but they will talk
behind your back in front of your friends." So, you could nod and say "yeah. I stressed too" and
be much better off.

Taurus:

(April 20 -May 20) You are the King of Stress this week. You will he elected by a committee of
stressed people to head their week of stress. For sonic reason the buzz -word’ "’AXES gives
people a reason to act insane. You must help these people get over what has already passed.

Gemini:

(May 2I -June 20) I understand you were one of those procrastinators who joined the crowds at
the post office yesterday. 1 drove by the circus they were trying to pass off as the U.S. Postal
Service. I saw you in line and you looked very unhappy, this week all that must change because
if you don’t get rid of that strong aura wrecker and carry it into next week.., disaster will strike!

Cancer.:

(June 21 -July 22) I’m getting mixed vibes on your reading this week. It is telling me to help you
stress wild creativity and traditional ideas at the same time. They can both exist but, what is the
result of that odd combination. I don’t know, test it and get back to me next week.

Leo:

(July 23 -Aug. 22) I need you to explore all the areas of mental wonder that fill our dreams and I
need you to bring me back a full detailed report. I assume you know you will need to do all these
things while you are awake. Nobody else has the ability to concentrate their mental power to
positive goals.

Virgo:

(Aug. 23 -Sept. 22) I see this great struggle happening with you this week. You are trying to be
good and make things better for you and your fellow man but it is just not working. No one will
yell at your line attempts but the results can start some anxiety you may not be able to handle yet.
I suggest you plan plenty of thinking time for all of your endeavors.

Libra:

(Sept. 23 -Oct. 22) Please don’t take this wrong but, you need to re -think you judgement of what
is right and wrong. I don’t want to sound like your parents telling you about your teen-age
attitude that needs to be fixed but, I’m going to have to. You need to fix what you assume now to
he truly happy in the long run.

aI

Scorpio:

Rating: R
Starring: Steven Seagal,
William Forsythe.
Director: John Flynn
Spartanhead scale is best of 5

(Oct. 23 -Nov. 21) A mysterious figure slides into your life this week. You will not see this
person as such but look close and you may be able to see all that is there as early as possible. I
can suggest that you go about the normal and let what happens happen. Your disgust with the
little things that hugs us all has got to stop for you to start to enjoy the good life again.

Sagittarius:

(Nov. 22-Dee. 20) The little things in your life that

Capricorn:

(Dec. 21 -Jan. 19) Baseball. I don’t know what it is but die therapeutical value of baseball has
pipped into my astro readings. I’m not speaking of the on T.V. baseball with the announcer from
Dull Town U.S.A. but the in the sun or under the lights looking down onto a field of green. This
is the kind of baseball you need.
(Jan. 20 Feb 18) Your need cif perfection level is a little high for the week after taxes The rest
of the world secs this as a time of relaxing and celebration. You on the other hand seem to be
pushing to hard to do any good. Rethink your tactics and you’ll tic fine. See the truth that is not
offered to you and you will be a wise asset.

Publiuty pnn,

Seagal stars as Brooklyn cop G
Felino in the
artier Bros.’ act
-thriller ’Out For Justice.’

Ste en

Seagal’s new film
revels in machisimo
and gory details
Its Prec) Correas
Daily man writer
The man who was "Above
the Law" and "Hard to Kill’. is
now "Out For Justice... and so
are people who have paid for
this movie.
It Steven Seaga’’, nevi film
isn’t full ot non-stop v iolence.
profanity. car chases. stereotypes and degradation io
women. then call It a nouv eau to -trash genre
The film is set in Brooklyn.
Gino Felino. played hy Seagal.
is one of NOS York’s lintst un
(low% cr cops.
It begins when Gino’s boy hood chum. Bobbie, is gunned
do’a ii iii tront of a fruit stand
vs it h its wile and kid watching
in horror
!be had guy . also a Isis hiutsi
s hum. R One Ntedano. played
by William Forsythe. take, on
and the rest 01 the film is based
on (imo’s search tor him
Well. there.s inure to it than
that In sum. its a macho,
croich-giabbing. face -slapping.
cheek -kissing type of a Mafia
slTIIC Everybody is related to
one another in one %vac or another. cutlet thonigh genes or
between the sheets.
It
r% to a certain moh mentality When a woman’s head is
Itloss n 011, the audience cheers
the spontaneous. violent act
Rodin! is cm a rampage. killing anyone who piss..s hun ott
I he loan is having a really had
day %%it% ’
woman honk, her horn.
telling Richie and his gang to
move II ( ill:tilted she uses the
wiut. but does this warrant

Out For Justice

ending hei lute Riclue thought
50

Sadly Clitiligh. the audient
u as all lot it
Any u ay (into shows up at
the scene of his hest Inend
street CU:v*011011 %searing the lii
est Beastte Boys attire Ile don,
a dark blue beret tilted to tin
sick, a thick, gold chain around
his neck, and a black vest vs hi.ti
display s his not -in-toned two
body ( imo’s hair is generously
gelled into a ponytail so light
that his eyes appear slanted And
he strides into the neighborhood
with this ’don’t mess %kith ine’’
attitude
I e %%omen in this tilin
peat in the hare essentials The
producer made sure that cleavage was the criteria tor the al: The nth des...opium
tresses.
probably read acting ability Mil
necessary. rust he able to tit the
t)(’4. 3(i measurements and
chew gum like a cost
t din has little intellectual
quality I he script sounds as if
Seaga’ took dialogue tips trom
Sly Stallone. the king 01 ot AK 47 nu ,% les
’1,1ke the part vs here (into
a childhood
re1111111,,
1111,

Aquarius:

scent so normal need to be looked at. You
will find that they are not quite as normal as you had hoped. I see a need for you to do some
thinking shout the big picture.

(Feb. 19 -Mu. 20) What does Dr. Scuss have to do with your horoscope? When he said "green
eggs and ham" he was trying to point out the many ways we call the same things by the same
name and somehow think it means something different . At least that is the moral of this story.

Pisces:

Brad Detanna - CenterStage
mate and says. "Yeah. remember w heti Ske
I title?’
Well he’s big now. hut he soh
can’t tom’ gramancally correct
seinenc es

Entertainment
Food Fun

CenterStage

ens hotly

through’ Mt the
"No, (iino. 1,
1,
Vinme.
mama ’ Ono goes around strip
bars. night clubs and delicate,
setts -busting rieoples halls
u loch in Brooklynew mcmliv
gl% Ong voiliome

time
The one impressive tiait Sea gal displays is his bilingual 1
nesse in Italian and Spanish
Othei than that. save .SOlit ,IN
hits k, and tw 0 quarters Ion &mig
he laundry

DISCOVER LARGEST
JOSE’S
SAN

sELFUTION

OF USED

(’P’S

OVER 5,000 USED CIES TO
CHOOSE FROM
NEW AND USED (’D’S
RI ’Y SF:1.I. TRADE

CINEBARdk
d’

A drinking person’s bar!
Only pool table
Downtown!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(Corner of 2nd)

Rirr-1 $1 off
any
CD
EXCHIIRGE
bill&
N

SW1

5- SA

3E-riEENt &

^r3i1S Co’i;n
(408) 294-0345
(seine resirktion apply)
11 :A:t15
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10111Eit REMUS onota
iftmak
singles ecdleatkm.
the lcmdon years
=nun RBVISTERED FROM CRIMINAL MASTER RECORDINGS
orrOCOOMIS
).:\

I

If you had to spend the
rest of your life on a desert
island,
CaitINktot*Otixt who
would
you
bring
along?
Recorded hen at the Copatabana, New York CitY, July & 1964.

DIGITALLY REMASTFRED FROM ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDINGS

SAM COOKE AT THE COPA
THE BEST OF THE ANIMALS
HERMAN S HERMITS
their greatest hots
MARIANNE FAITHFULLS
GREATEST HITS
THE ROLLING STONES
12 . 5
THE ROLLING STONES NOW
OUT OF OUR HEADS
DECEMBER’S CHILDREN
And EverybodyS1
AFTERMATH
GOT LIVE IF YOU WANT IT
BETWEEN THE BUTTONS
FLOWERS
BEGGARS BANQUET
BIG HITS (High
Tide And Green GrOSS/
THEIR SATANIC
MAJESTIES REQUEST
THROUGH THE PAST
DARKLY (Big Hits Vol 21
LET IT BLEED
GET YER TA YAS OUT
HOT ROCKS 11964 19711
IT CT /2C05(
MORE HOT ROCKS
(big hots & tared cookie:1
(1 CT (2CSs)

NEW LONG BOX FORMAT
3 CDs 39.99
11.99 COMPACT DISC
7.99 CASSETTE

THE ROLLING STONES
SINGLES COLLECTION
THE LONDON YEARS (Bo’ Set)
14C1s/3CDs1

ALSO AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL
BOX SET FORMAT 3-CD SET 57.99
4-CASSETTE SET 35.99

17-iL,;

10110

abkca

SALE ENDS APRIL 23. 1991

1991 AIRCO RECORDS

_ PrwrrIONEak

ON
SALE
NOW.

oom

1111111.11 REIMS
SAN FRANCISCO
Columbus A Boy nr Whorl
Morlaol A No*
Cos CASSETTES El VIDEO

77CKG-TS

Stonosiown G&W,*
Not to Emporium

CAMPBELL

BERKELEY

MOUNTAIN VIEW

,0 Poe.

Mira

SAN MATEO

CONCORD

’.116
oab
Oro block 1.1 01 POO
in Simon Plass

11.

1.1mph h.

VIDEO
’..Prr

Pre berrobn Comoro S Promo
OPEN I PO TO 10 PIO

CLASSICAL

MS Nowa... An below. Comoro
ofl. saw 10 to PO

Parker

CenterStage

KSJS
90.7 FM
Top five lists for
the week of
April 15
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Wilson Phillips, Mariah Carey lead record sales
The t011owing are the top re- Kemp
TOP I.PS
;Av.(’ The Black Crowes
cord hits and leading popular
5. Joyride Roxette
."Mariah
6.’ I’m Your Baby Tonight"
Carey"
Mariah
compact disks as they will ap6. ’Sadeness Part I" Enigma
Carey
Whitney Houston
pear in Billboard maga/inc.
7."Rico Suave’ ’ Gerardo
HOT SINGLES
X."I Like the Way" Hi-Five
2. "Gonna Make You Sweat"
7." Heart Shaped World"
I .You’re In Love" Wilson
C&C Music Factory
Chris lsuak
9."Cry
for Help" Rick AstPhillips
ley
.3.Wilson Phillips Wilson
$. "The Doors’ Soundtrack"
2 "Baby Baby" Amy Grant
; "I’ve Been Thinking About
10. "Here We Go" C&C Phillips
9. MCM XC A.D." Enigma
You Londonbeat
4."Out of Time" REM.
Music Factory featuring FreeIll. The Soul Cages" Sting
4 "Hold You Tight" Tara dom Williams & Zelma Davis
5. ’’Shake
Your
Money

RHYTHM WAVE
1. "AND COUGH"
SHARK BAIT

LISTEN
WITHOUT
PREJUDICE

2. "NANCY SIN"
BEAT
HAPPENING
3. "OBSCENE &
PORNOGRAPHIC
ART"
BONGWATER
4. "THIRD SECRET"
- LEGENDARY
PINK DOTS

"Bold pop [that) challenges and
shares confessional secrets
with the audience."

5. "INSIDING"
BRUCE GILBERT

INC*

"Supple melodies and raw power..
establish George Michael as an
artist without boundaries"

CREATIVE
SOURCE

Tt>11..v

Featurieg
Praying for Time,
Freedom. Waiting For That Day,
Alletbars Pride, and the new single
Foril Free.

1. "MEANT TO BE"
JOHN SCOFIEI D
2. "SECRET STORIES"
FULL CIRCLE
3. "WHILE THE GATE
IS OPEN"
GARY THOMAS
4. "LOOKING
BACK"
STEVE KUHN
TRIO

sod ..1

0 101.,

THE HIGHLYACCLAIMED ALBUM
FROM GEORGE MICHAEL.
...... .e.

1

IPS

IA

MI A II

heri ;WM"

s ire g w

Mb Dm 4.111 4111111 ADC

Sof &Z :1M

:Rif
sr off

Remember, almost anywhere you go, you’ll find a Rainbow!
1,1 I

5. "PART 111"
JOEY
DE FRANCESCO

STONE

\

\I

1
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ow About Eating
With Chopsticks
For A Change?

leViNUPS
1
CHINESE CUISINE- -FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
ii
*Lunch and Dinner
*Catering Available

Open Daily
11:30-9:00pm
Closed Mondays

If./

294-3303 or 998-9427
131. E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3r1 and 4th Street

Looking For a Different Style of Food?

pie do.

7

Vietnamese Food and Catering
(Choose from a large menu selection)
Holds 100+ people/Pleasant atmosphere
Fast ServicerAffodable Prices
Banquets for meetings/parties/arid special occassion,
Sponsored the S.J.S.0 Asian Recruitment Day

Asian
Cuisine

Mon.-Thurs.
9am-9pm
Fri-Sat.
8am-3am
Sunday
8am-9pm

301 E. Santa Clara St.
Ste. D (on 7th St.)
San Jose, Ca. 95113
(408) 275-1138

Authentic Asian Cuisine
Just ."1/4.
.; the.,
et!
Walk on over and experience fineVietnamese & Chinesu.
cuisine in a relaxeng environment

True Taste of Japan
Japanese Restaurant with Sushi Bar

Quific TO Restaurant
Vietnamese & Chinese Seafood
(408) 289-8323
155 E. San Fernando
Corner of 4th & San Fernando

Happy Hour 5:30-6:45

CUiCif1(

4

40.

aetze

Noodle set
Donburi set (start from $5.80)
250 Jackson, San Jose, Ca.
288-9611

FREE
DRINK

COUPON
WITH ANY ORDER

Japanese Restaurant

$2.95
TERIYAKI
SUSHI HOUR 4:30-1:30

Japanese california quick cuisine
Milpitas
23

San Joao

279-4311

Corner of C)eavnras A %plias Blvd

211 tail Jackson
fen A Jackson)

193 E. ACKSON STREET SAN OSE CA

(408) 262-7544

(408) 288 6330

N. Milpitas Blvd

limited time Hof

